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Abt Q7 - a special version of the performance SUV
Abt Sportsline’s presentation of the tuned version of the Audi Q7 coincides with the sales launch of
the multifunctional sports car from Ingolstadt
Combined experience: For 25 years Audi has been manufacturing all-wheel driven cars and the successful
Kempten-based company Abt Sportsline has been upgrading vehicles for just as long. In the Abt Q7 the knowhow of both companies is combined in a car that meets highest demands.
It is more than a mere successor of the legendary Quattro: The Audi Q7 is the perfect car for every
opportunity, as it not only is suitable for all terrains, but a convincingly comfortable car for travelling long
journeys at the same time. Since the Q7 innately is a true all-rounder, it proves to be a perfect tuning model.
Once again Audi supplies the perfect basis for Abt Sportsline’s experts. The vehicle was optically and
technically upgraded without changing its characteristic features.
At first glance the Abt Q7 looks brawnier than its original counterpart which is mainly due to the fender
extensions lending the vehicle a more powerful appearance. You can tell that it easily masters difficult terrains.
The rear wing completes its harmonious look and ensures that the Abt Q7 never loses wheel grip. By means
of a two-coloured contrasting paint in white aluminium on the marked front skirt, the elegant rear skirt and side
skirts, the Abt SUV reveals itself as an exclusive cruiser. The vehicle sides are eye-catching as a result of the
lateral white aluminium insets which give the Abt Q7 unmistakeable features and dignified and agile looks at
the same time. The sporting impression is highlighted by the double twin-pipe exhaust system with a pipe
diameter of 84 millimetres and the one-piece wheels. Abt Sportsline’s wheels type AR with diamond-machined
surface and exclusive exchange system are already available in the sizes 20 or 22 inch with tyres 275/45 R20
or 295/30 R22 Conti CrossContact. Another wheel option is the 22-inch SP-wheel.
Abt Sportsline’s modifications meet all the Q7’s demands, no matter whether off-road, on motor ways or in
front of a luxury hotel – the Abt Q7 is the perfect car for every opportunity. Looks and technology form a unified
whole; the Abt Q7 does not only look husky, it really is. Abt Sportsline’s engineers succeeded in clearly
enhancing the innately powerful 3.0 TDI power unit. The modified six cylinders V-engine now provides 272 HP
instead of the standard 233 and an explosive torque of 580 Nm (standard: 500 Nm).
Audi has been manufacturing vehicles with permanent all-wheel drive for a quarter of a century and the Abt Q7
crowns this development. You may look forward to this one-of-a-kind SUV.
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Abt Q7 - Bodywork:
Pos.

Item no.:

Description:

Item information:
Material:
Information:

1.

4L0800111

Abt front spoiler lip
Miscellaneous:
Availability:
Material:
Information:

2.

4L0800103/1

Abt rear skirt set

Miscellaneous:
Availability:
Material:
Information:

3.

4L0800103/2

Abt rear skirt set
Miscellaneous:

4.

4L0800104

Abt rear wing

Availability:
Material:
Information:
Availability:
Material:
Information:

5.

4L0800102

Abt side skirts

Miscellaneous:

Availability:
Material:
Information:
6.

4L0800122

Abt fender extensions

Miscellaneous:

Availability:

7.

7L0501001

Abt spacer discs
Hole circle 130

Diameter:
Information:
Availability:

PUR HS-RIM
Not suitable for vehicles with Audi
S-Line package or Audi Original Partsaccessories
Part is listed as spare part
Available from approx. calendar week
17/2006
PUR HS-RIM
Consisting of Abt rear skirt and Abt end pipe
panels; Abt double-end pipe panel with end
pipe Ø 84mm (fixation by screwing).
Rear skirt is listed as spare part (also suitable
for vehicles with towing device).
Available from approx. calendar week
17/2006.
PUR HS-RIM
Consisting of Abt rear skirt and Abt end pipe
panels; Abt double-end pipe panel with end
pipe Ø 84mm (fixation by screwing).
Rear skirt is listed as spare part (also suitable
for vehicles with towing device).
Available from approx. calendar week
17/2006
PUR
Add-on part on rear flap
Available from approx. calendar week
17/2006
PUR HS-RIM
Not suitable for vehicles with Audi
S-Line package or Audi Original Partsaccessories
The part is listed as spare parts for the
standard door strips
(4-piece set)
Available from approx. calendar week
17/2006.
PUR HS-RIM
Not suitable for vehicles with Audi
S-Line package or Audi Original Partsaccessories (10-piece set).
Currently only suitable in connection with Abt
front spoiler and Abt rear skirt.
Available from approx. calendar week
17/2006.
Front axis: 60mm, rear axis: 80mm
Only in connection with 4L0800122
Available as far as in stock
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Abt Q7 - Additional material for Abt rear muffler:
Pos.

Item no.:

Description:

Item information:
Neccessary for fitting Abt rear muffler on 3.0
TDI cars
Abt rear muffler & Abt end pipes are only
fittable in connection with an Abt rear skirt.
Please see information on rear skirt sets
(4L0800103/1 and 4L0800103/2) in the
category bodywork.
Available from approx. calendar week
17/2006

Information:

8.

4L0200100Y

Abt Y-adapter pipe

Availability:

Abt Q7 - Interior:
Pos.

9.

Item no.:

Description:

Item information:

4L0700115BE

Abt floor mat set (beige)

4L0700115GR

Abt floor mat set (grey)

4L0700115SW

Abt floor mat set (black)

Information:

Availability:

4-piece, beige, with black embroidered
Abt logo
4-piece, grey, with black embroidered Abt
logo
4-piece, black, with silver embroidered
Abt logo
Available as far as in stock

Abt Q7 - Accessories:
Pos.

10.

Item no.:

in preparation

Description:
Abt sports brake
system
front axis

Item information:
Information:

Consisting of:
- 6 piston brake callipers with Abt
engraving
- Brake discs Ø 380x32mm
- Flexible steel-brake lines for front axis
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Order sheet
Fax-Nummer: +49-831-5714037
Abt Sportsline GmbH
Export Sales Department
Daimlerstrasse 2
D-87437 Kempten

Herewith I/we order the following parts:
Item number

Description

4L0800111
4L0800103/1
4L0800103/2
4L0800104
4L0800102
4L0800122
7L0501001
4L0200100Y
4L0700115BE
4L0700115GR
4L0700115SW

Abt front spoiler lip
Abt rear skirt set
Abt rear skirt set
Abt rear wing
Abt side skirts
Abt fender extensions
Abt spacer discs
Hole circle130
Abt Y-adapter pipe
Abt floor mat set
(beige)
Abt floor mat set
(grey)
Abt floor mat set
(black)

Quantity

Unit price
700.00 € (C)
1000.00 € (C)
1450.00 € (C)
300.00 € (C)
600.00 € (C)
800.00 € (C)
450.00 € (C)
100.00 € (C)
100.00 € (C)
100.00 € (C)
100.00 € (C)

Total price:
Company stamp:

Signature:

Total price

